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Comparison of Three Summer Bow Echoes in Serbia
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The objective of this paper is to examine meteorological factors that affect bow echo development. Here are presented and compared three summer bow echoes that appeared on the Serbian territory
in the period 2003-2008: the first, which was developed from single supercell and obser ved on 31 August 2003; the second that occurred from stagnant
weather pattern with weak synoptic-scale features on 19 June 2007; and the third that emerged from low-pressure frontal system on 8 August 2008. Although all three
bow echoes contained elements of severe weather with supercells, heavy rain, large hail and strong straight-line winds, they evolved from different synoptic-scale situations.
These events shall be examined and presented using satellite and radar images in the area of Northern, Central and Southern Serbia.

Bow echo occured 31 August 2003

With passage of the frontal system, strong MCS moved on territory of Serbia on 31 August 2003, first
in the form of two strong convective cells, then changing its characteristics to multicell and supercell
storm. Very strong gradients in pressure field on 500 mb could be observed. Cross sections clearly
show supercell characteristics with WER and BWER during its passage through Vojvodina. MCS `s

Meteorological station Zrenjanin is located just on the path of recently formed bow echo. While the
speed was from 70 to 80 km/h and in front of City of Zrenjanin the whole mass changed its shape to
frontal border line of the storm was passing, strong gusts in the interval of 10 min strong gusts over
bow echo with strong microbursts. On that day 23 people were injured, there was a lot of damage on 20 m/s were blowing and gave maximum of 34 m/s. On the most of the path pure rotation of MCS
was clearly seen. Storm gave heavy precipitation with showers and hail along its trajectory. Hail
houses and trees.
made a lot of damage both on crops and building objects, especially in town Zrenjanin where hail and
violent winds crashed many windows, roof tiles etc. Hail reached size of an egg and at
some places connected grains reached the size of a tennis ball.

Bow echoon on 10 June 2007

Development of bow echo occured on 8 August 2008

City of Loznica. Impact of 26 m/s strong downburst
16 48 pm

City of Pozega, 25 m/s.

Vertical section of observed rear inlow jet with its imapct on the ground.
8 August 17 32 Radar Center Fruska Gora

City of Negotin, 20,8 m/s

0.5 deg elevtion Doppler radar observations of RIJ in front of S Mitrovica.
08 August 17 32 Radar Center Fruska Gora.

